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Abstrat: Let p 2℄0; 1=2℄ and assign to the integers random variables f!xg, taking only thetwo values 1 and p, whih serve as an environment. This environment de�nes a random walkfXng whih, when at x, moves one step to the right with probability !x, and one step to theleft with probability 1 � !x. In partiular, at the nodes, i.e. at the loations x with !x = 1, nobaktrak is possible. We will assume that the speed v� of the random walk is positive. We theninvestigate, for v < v�, the deay of the probabilities P![Xn=n � v℄ (for �xed environment) andP[Xn=n � v℄ (averaged over the environment). These probabilities deay subexponentially andthere is a wide range of possible normalizations, depending on the distribution of the lengths ofthe intervals without nodes. We show that in fat only the behaviour of the length of the largestinterval without nodes (ontained in [0; n℄) matters.
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1. Introdution and statement of resultsWe will onsider the following partiular ase of a one-dimensional random walk in random en-vironment (RWRE). We �rst hoose the environment, plaing one-way nodes at ertain randomloations. The random walk in this environment is a nearest-neighbour random walk whih isfored to go right at the nodes and has �xed (deterministi) probabilities to jump right or left onthe intervals without nodes. Let p 2℄0; 12 ℄ and 
 := f1; pgZZ . We denote the elements of 
 by! = (!x)x2ZZ . The sequene (!x)x2ZZ will serve as an environment. We assume that the distribu-tion � of (!x)x2ZZ is stationary and ergodi with respet to the shift transformation. Let � be theonditional distribution of �, given that !0 = 1, i.e. � := �(�j!0 = 1). Let `1(!); `2(!); : : : be thelengths of the suessive intervals without nodes, i.e.`1(!) := inffi � 1 : !i = 1g; (1)`k(!) := inffi � 1 : !`1+:::+`k�1+i = 1g; k � 2 : (2)Then the random variables `1; `2; : : : form a stationary, ergodi sequene under �. For every �xed! let X = (Xn)n�0 be the Markov hain on ZZ starting at X0 = 0, with transition probabilitiesP!(Xn+1 = y jXn = x) = 8><>: !x if y = x+ 11� !x if y = x� 10 otherwise (3)We will denote the distribution of (Xn), given ! (or, equivalently, given `1; `2; : : :), with P!, and thejoint distribution of (!; (Xn)) under ��P! with P. The proess (Xn) was introdued in [13℄, in thease where � is a produt measure, and studied further in [2℄, in the ase where `1; `2; : : : are i.i.d.random variables. Limit laws for the distribution of Xn, suitably normalized, were investigated in[13℄ and in [2℄. Let �`1 := inffj : Xj = `1g (4)and �`k+1 := inffj > �`1 + : : :+ �`k : Xj = `1 + : : : + `k+1g � (�`1 + : : :+ �`k); k � 2: (5)Under appropriate assumptions, the random walk is moving to the right with a positive speed, see[1℄ and [2℄.Lemma 1. With v� := E[`1℄E[�`1 ℄ ; (6)
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where v� = 0 if E[�`1 ℄ =1, we have Xnn �!n!1 v� P� a:s: ; (7)i.e. Xn=n! v� P!-a.s., for �-a.a. !.Let � := 1� pp � 1 : (8)Later, see (45) and (56), we will give an expliit formula for E[�`1 ℄, leading to1v� = ��+ 1�� 1 + 1E[`1℄ �E[�`1 ℄� 1� 2�(�� 1)2 if p < 12 (9)and v� = E[`1℄E[`21℄ if p = 12 : (10)In partiular, if p < 12 , v� > 0 if and only ifE[�`1 ℄ <1 and, if p = 12 , v� > 0 if and only ifE[`21℄ <1.We will always assume that v� > 0. Due to (7), for eah v < v�, the probabilities P![Xn=n � v℄and P[Xn=n � v℄ go to 0. The goal of this paper is to investigate the rate of this deay. Throughoutthe paper, we will only onsider stritly positive values of v. In the general RWRE model, (!x)is an ergodi sequene of random variables with values in [0; 1℄. Large deviations for this modelwere investigated in [8℄, [5℄ and [3℄, see also the survey paper [7℄. If !x > 12 , for all x, it is knownthat v� > 0 and that for v < v�, P![Xn=n � v℄ and P[Xn=n � v℄ deay exponentially in n. Theexponential rate of deay was identi�ed in [8℄ and [3℄. In ontrast, we treat here an environmentwith \mixed drifts and positive speed". It was shown in [3℄ that for suh environments, under mildassumptions on �, P![Xn=n � v℄ and P[Xn=n � v℄ deay subexponentially in n for 0 < v < v�. Forthe i.i.d. environment ase, i.e. if � is a produt measure, subexponential asymptotis were derivedin [5℄ and [12℄ for the deay of P[Xn=n � v℄, and in [6℄ and [11℄, for the deay of P![Xn=n � v℄.Stritly speaking, not all the above mentioned results apply in our situation, sine some of themassume that the support of the distribution of !0 is ontained in a ompat subset of ℄0; 1[. In thispaper, we prove subexponential asymptotis for the random walk with randomly plaed one-waynodes. We show that under appropriate onditions (see Theorem 1), logP![Xn=n � v℄ has \randomutuations" and there is no deterministi normalization. The same behaviour is onjetured forthe general RWRE model, see [7℄), and was proved for a random walk with one-way nodes in ani.i.d. environment (see Theorem 9 in [7℄). LetN`(n) := maxfj : `1 + : : :+ `j � ng; `max(n) := max1�j�N`(n) `j(!) ; (11)3



and N(n) := minfj : `1 + : : : + `j � ng; `MAX(n) := max1�j�N(n) `j(!): (12)Let Tn := inffj : Xj = ng : (13)Throughout the paper, an; bn; n and dn are positive, inreasing funtions of n with an ! 1,bn ! 1, n ! 1, dn ! 1 and bn=an ! 0, n=an ! 0 and dn=an ! 0. We will further assumethat an is slowly varying, i.e. that for eah k � 1, ank=an ! 1 for n ! 1. Our main results arethe following.Theorem 1. Assume that p < 12 and E[�`1 ℄ < 1. Assume further that an, bn and n as aboveexist suh that P [`max(n) � an + bn for in�nitely many n℄ = 1 (14)and P [`max(n) � an � n for in�nitely many n℄ = 1 : (15)Then we have, for eah u > 1v� ,lim infn!1 �ann logP![Tn � nu℄ = �1 P� a:s: (16)lim supn!1 �ann logP![Tn � nu℄ = 0 P� a:s: (17)Assume in addition that for all k 2 IN ,lim supn!1 (akn � an) <1 : (18)Then, for 0 < v < v�, lim infn!1 �ann logP![Xn � nv℄ = �1 P� a:s: (19)lim supn!1 �ann logP![Xn � nv℄ = 0 P� a:s: (20)Remarks. 1. In partiular, (19) and (20) show that there is no deterministi funtion f suh that,�1 < lim infn!1 1f(n) logP![Xn � nv℄ � lim supn!1 1f(n) logP![Xn � nv℄ < 0 P� a:s: (21)2. We onjeture that (18) is always satis�ed under the previous assumptions of Theorem 1 (notethat they imply (36) below!), but we were not able to show this.4



Theorem 2. Assume that p = 12 and E[`1 ℄ <1 for some  > 2. Assume that for an and dn,limn!1 `max(n)an = 1 P� a:s: (22)and P [`max(n) � an + dn for in�nitely many n℄ = 0 : (23)Then we have, for eah u > 1v� ,limn!1 a2nn logP![Tn � nu℄ = ��28 �u� 1v�� P� a:s: (24)and, for 0 < v < v�, limn!1 a2nn logP![Xn � nv℄ = ��28 �1� vv�� P� a:s: (25)The following theorem gives statements for the deay of P[Tn � nu℄ and P[Xn � nv℄. It is ageneral fat that the deay of these averaged probabilities is either slower or the same than for�xed environment.Theorem 3. Assume that `1; `2; : : : are i.i.d., p < 1=2 and E[�3`1 ℄ < 1. Assume '(n) is aninreasing, slowly varying funtion suh that '(n)!1 and for some ontinuous funtion �(�) > 0,limn!1 1'(n) logP [`max(n) � t log n℄ = ��(t) 8t : (26)Then we have, for eah u > 1v� ,limn!1 1'(n) logP[Tn � nu℄ = ��� 1log �� ; (27)and, for 0 < v < v�, limn!1 1'(n) logP[Xn � nv℄ = ��� 1log �� : (28)Remark. Our proof of Theorem 3 requires that `1; `2; : : : are i.i.d. We don't know if this assump-tion is neessary for (27) and (28) to hold.The main ingredients of our proofs are exit time asymptotis for the intervals without nodes, om-bined with the ergodi theorem applied to the environment sequene.Aknowledgements: I would like to thank Ofer Zeitouni and Agoston Pisztora for several dis-ussions. I thank Pal R�ev�esz and Balinth Toth, the organizers of the workshop \Random walks"5



at the Erd�os enter in Budapest, where these disussions took plae, for inviting me to this veryenjoyable meeting. I am also indepted to Didier Piau for his helpful omments. Finally, thanks aredue to the referee for reading arefully and pointing out several mistakes in the �rst version of thispaper.2. ProofsSketh of the proof of Lemma 1. It is well-known thatlimn!1 Xnn = � limn!1 Tnn ��1 P� a:s: (29)where both sides equal 0 if Tn=n!1, see [13℄. We will show thatTnn �!n!1 E[�`1 ℄E[`1℄ P� a:s: (30)First note that due to the ergodi theorem,N`(n)n �!n!1 1E[`1℄ and N(n)n �!n!1 1E[`1℄ P� a:s: (31)Further, the ergodi theorem implies that1n nXj=1 �`j �!n!1 E[�`1 ℄ P� a:s: (32)But N`(n)Pj=1 �`j � Tn � N(n)Pj=1 �`j ; heneN`(n)n 1N`(n) N`(n)Xj=1 �`j � Tnn � N(n)n 1N(n) N(n)Xj=1 �`j ; (33)and (30) follows.We note for further referene that E[`1℄ <1 implies`MAX(n)n �!n!1 0 P� a:s: (34)To show (34), note that `MAX(n) � max1�j�n `j, and `1; `2; : : : are positive random variables withthe same distribution and E[`1℄ <1. Let  > 0. Then,1Xj=1P[`j � j℄ = 1Xj=1P[`1 � j℄ = E �`1 � <1 (35)6



and the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that P[`j � j for in�nitely many j℄ = 0. We onlude thatalso P[max1�j�n `j � n for in�nitely many n℄ = 0. We also note that under the hypothesis ofTheorem 1, we have lim supn!1 anlog n <1: (36)To prove (36), taking into aount (14), it is enough to show that, for some  > 0,P[`max(n) �  log n for in�nitely many n℄ = 0 : (37)But P[`max(n) �  log n℄ � nP[`1 �  log n℄ � nE[�`1 ℄�� log n = n1� log �E[�`1 ℄ (38)and we see that, for  > 2= log �, (37) follows with the Borel-Cantelli lemma.Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of (17) is the same as the proof of Theorem 9 in [7℄. We will�rst give an estimate for the exit time of an interval without node. Let Px be the distribution ofthe random walk (Xj), started at x 2 f0; 1; : : : ; `g, with !0 = 1, !1 = !2 = : : : = !`�1 = p, let� ` := inffj : Xj = `g and �0 := inffj : Xj = 0g. Then, with � de�ned in (8),P1 (�0 < � `) = �` � ��` � 1 � �`�1 � 1�`�1 and P1(� ` � n) � P1 (�0 < � `)n � �1� 1�`�1�n : (39)We give a lower bound on P![Tn � nu℄ by simply piking the largest interval without nodes.P![Tn � nu℄ � P1 h� `max(n) � [nu℄i � �1� 1�`max(n)�1�[nu℄ � �1� 1�`max(n)�1�nu (40)where [nu℄ denotes the integer part of nu. We hoose a (random) subsequene (nk) suh thatnk !1 for k !1 and `max(nk) � ank + bnkfor all k. Then, due to (40), for eah " > 0,logP![Tnk � nku℄ � log�1� 1�`max(nk)�1�nku� �nku��(ank+bnk )(1 + ") P� a:s: (41)for k large enough. Hene limk!1 �anknk logP![Tnk � nku℄ = 0 P� a:s:and (17) follows. To show (16), we �rst prove the following formula for the exit time of a randomwalk with reetion at 0. 7



Lemma 2. Let !0 = 1, !1 = !2 = : : : = !`�1 = p < 12 , X0 = 0, � ` := inffj : Xj = `g andg(`) := g(�; `) = E0[exp(�� `)℄. Let�1 = �1(�) = 12p �e�� +qe�2� � 4pq� (42)�2 = �2(�) = 12p �e�� �qe�2� � 4pq� (43)with q := 1� p, and�rit := �rit(`) = supf� > 0 : e�2� > 4pq; �2̀(e��1 � 1) > �1̀(e��2 � 1)g :Then, for 0 � � < �rit, we haveg(`) = e�(�1 � �2)�2̀(e��1 � 1)� �1̀(e��2 � 1) : (44)As a onsequene, we haveE0[� `℄ = dd�g(`)j�=0 = �`�+ 1�� 1 + ��` � 1� 2�(�� 1)2 : (45)Proof of Lemma 2. See [7℄, Proof of Lemma 6.Remark. We note for further referene that, using E0 [(� `)m℄ = dmd�m g(`)j�=0, m = 1; 2; : : :, onean hek that E �(�`1)2� <1 if and only if E[�2`1 ℄ <1 andE h(�`1)3i <1 if and only if E[�3`1 ℄ <1 : (46)As usual, we start the proof of the upper bound with Chebyshev's inequality. Fix C > 0 and let�n = C��an . We will speify a subsequene (~nk) suh thatP![T~nk � ~nku℄ � E![e�~nkT~nk ℄e��~nk ~nku � N(~nk)Yj=1 g(`j(!))e��~nk ~nku P� a:s: (47)We an assume w.l.o.g. that (15) still holds true if we replae `max(n) with `MAX(n). De�ne the(random) subsequene (~nk) suh that ~nk !1 and`MAX(~nk) � a~nk � ~nk P� a:s: (48)We have to show that, for k large enough, �~nk < �rit is satis�ed for our hoie of �n and for allintervals along our subsequene. It suÆes to show that for �1 = �1(�~nk) and �2 = �2(�~nk),��1�2�`MAX(~nk) �e�~nk �2 � 1� �!k!1 0 P� a:s: (49)8



We follow the proof of (62) in [7℄, and then, taking logarithms in (47), we proeed exatly as in theproof of (78) in [7℄, exept that that there the expliit values of E[`1℄ and E[�`1 ℄ were plugged in,and instead of (78) in [7℄, we end up with the statement that, for P� a:s:,lim infn!1 �ann logP![Tn � nu℄ � lim supk!1 �a~nk~nk logP![T~nk � ~nku℄� � Cq � p � C 1E[`1℄ 2qp(q � p)2 + C 1E[`1℄ 2qp(q � p)2E[�`1 ℄� Cu= C ���+ 1�� 1 � 1E[`1℄ 2�(�� 1)2 + 1E[`1℄E[�`1 ℄ 2�(�� 1)2�� Cu= C � 1v� � u� = �C �u� 1v�� : (50)(16) now follows sine C > 0 was arbitrary.The statements for (Xn) follow from the statements for (Tn) by renewal duality. More preisely,we haveLemma 3. Under the assumptions of Theorems 1, 2 or 3, the following holds true. For P-a.a. !,there is, for eah " > 0, n0(!) suh that for n � n0(!),P! [Tn � [nu℄℄ � P! hX[nu℄ � ni � P! hT[n(1+")℄ � [nu℄i : (51)Proof of Lemma 3 The �rst inequality in (51) is obvious. To show the seond inequality, notethatP! hX[nu℄ � ni�P! hT[n(1+")℄ � [nu℄i � [nu℄Xj=[n(1+")℄P! hT[n(1+")℄ = j;X[nu℄ � ni� [nu℄P! [9j;m suh that Xj = [n(1 + ")℄;Xj+m � n℄� [nu℄If`MAX([n(1+")℄)�[n"℄g= 0 (52)for n large enough, sine `MAX(n)=n! 0 P-a.s. due to (34).To prove (20), let " > 0 and u = "+ 1=v > 1=v�. We have0 � lim supn!1 �ann logP![Xn � nv℄� lim supn!1 �a[nu℄[nu℄ logP![X[nu℄ � [nu℄v℄9



� lim supn!1 �a[nu℄[nu℄ logP![X[nu℄ � n℄� lim supn!1 �a[nu℄[nu℄ n�an �ann logP![Tn � nu℄� � lim infn!1 �a[nu℄[nu℄ n�an ��ann logP![Tn � nu℄� lim supn!1 ��a[nu℄[nu℄ n�an ��� lim infn!1 ��ann logP![Tn � nu℄�� lim supn!1 ��a[nu℄[nu℄ n�an � lim supn!1 �ann logP![Tn � nu℄� 0 (53)where the last inequality follows sine lim supn!1 �ann logP![Tn � nu℄ = 0 due to Lemma 3 andlim supn!1 ��a[nu℄[nu℄ n�an � <1 due to (18). The proof of (19) is similar.Proof of Theorem 2. We have the following analogue of Lemma 2.Lemma 4. Let ` 2 IN , !0 = 1, !1 = !2 = : : : = !`�1 = 12 , X0 = 0, � ` := inffj : Xj = `g andeg(`) := eg(`; �) = E0[exp(�� `)℄. Lete�rit := e�rit(`) = � log�os �2`� : (54)Then, for 0 � � < e�rit, we have eg(`) = 1os (` aros e��) : (55)Proof of Lemma 4. Let !i = 12 , �` + 1 � i � ` � 1 and e�` := inffj : jXj j = `g. Thene�` has the same distribution as � `. Let egx(`) := Ex[exp(�e�`)℄. We have eg`(`) = eg�`(`) = 1 andegx(`) = 12e�(egx�1(`)+egx+1(`)), �`+1 � x � `�1. Solving this di�erential equation with boundaryondition yields egx(`) = os(�x)= os(�`), with � = aros(exp(��)), and, setting x = 0, (55)follows.Remark. Similarly, we get Ex[e�`℄ = `2 � x2. In partiular, E0[e�`1 ℄ = E![�`1 ℄ = `21 and this impliesE[�`1 ℄ = E[`21℄ : (56)We will also use the following exit time asymptotis for simple random walk.10



Lemma 5. In the setting of Lemma 4, for ` = `(n) inreasing with `(n)2=n ! 0 and  > 0, wehave limn!1 `(n)2n logP0 h� `(n) � ni = ��28 : (57)The proof of Lemma 5 is standard, using the expliit formula in [14℄, p. 243.Proof of (24). To show the lower bound, one proeeds as in the proof of (17), piking the largestinterval without nodes. More preisely, let mn := inffj : `j = `max(n)g and Æ > 0. We haveP![Tn � nu℄ � P! ��mn � n�u� 1v� + Æ�� �P! 24 X1�j�N`(n);j 6=mn �`j � n� 1v� � Æ�35 : (58)The seond term on the r.h.s. of (58) goes to 1, sine due to (31) and (32),1n N`(n)Xj=1 �`j �!n!1 E[�`1 ℄E[`1℄ = 1v� P� a:s: (59)For the �rst term on the r.h.s. of (58), (57) yields`max(n)2n logP! ��mn � n�u� 1v� + Æ�� �!n!1 � �28 �u� 1v� + Æ� P� a:s: (60)and sine limn!1 `max(n)=an = 1, P�a:s:, the lower bound in (24) follows by letting Æ ! 0. To showthe upper bound in (24), let Æ 2℄0; 1[ and�n := � log�os �(1� Æ)2(an + dn)� :Due to (55), we haveP![Tn � nu℄ � E![e�nTn ℄ � e��nnu= N(n)Yj=1 1os (`j aros e��n) � e��nnu P� a:s: (61)and, for P-a.a. !, due to (54) and (23), the r.h.s. is well-de�ned for n large enough. Takinglogarithms and multiplying with a2n=n yieldsa2nn logP![Tn � nu℄ � a2nn N(n)Xj=1 log 1os �`j �(1�Æ)2(an+dn)� � a2n�nu P� a:s: (62)11



We hek that, w.l.o.g., (23) still holds true if we replae `max(n) with `MAX(n)), and onlude thatd(Æ) := os �(1� Æ)`MAX(n)2(an + dn) > 0 P� a:s:for n large enough, and the �rst term on the r.h.s of (62) is well-de�ned. Note that sinez�2 log (os z) ! �1=2 for z ! 0, we have for the seond term on the r.h.s of (62), pluggingin the value of �n, a2n�nu = �a2nu log�os �(1 � Æ)2(an + dn)� �!n!1 �28 u(1 � Æ)2 : (63)Let  > 2 be as in Theorem 2. For eah d > 0, there is  = (d) suh that� log x � 1� x+ (1 � x)=2 for d � x � 1. Sine os x � 1� x2=2, we also have� log(os x) � x22 +  x22 !=2for d � x � 1. Therefore, for  = (Æ) large enough,a2nn N(n)Xj=1 log 1os �`j �(1�Æ)2(an+dn)� � a2nn N(n)Xj=1 `2j �2(1� Æ)28(an + dn)2 + a2nn N(n)Xj=1 `j �(1� Æ)8=2(an + dn) : (64)For the �rst term on the r.h.s of (64), note thatlimn!1 a2nn N(n)Xj=1 `2j �2(1� Æ)28(an + dn)2 = �2(1� Æ)28 limn!1 a2n(an + dn)2 N(n)n 1N(n) N(n)Xj=1 `2j= �2(1� Æ)28 1E[`1℄E[`21℄= �2(1� Æ)28 1v� P� a:s: (65)where we used (31), the ergodi theorem and the onvergene of dn=an to 0 in the middle inequalityand (10) in the last inequality. The same argument, using the assumption E[`1 ℄ < 1, shows thatthe seond term on the r.h.s of (64) goes to 0. We provedlim supn!1 a2nn logP![Tn � nu℄ � (1� Æ)2 �28 � 1v� � u� P� a:s: (66)and sine Æ 2℄0; 1[ was arbitrary, the upper bound in (24) follows by letting Æ ! 0.
12



Proof of Theorem 3. Lower bound: Let hn be an inreasing funtion. We haveP[Tn � nu℄ � P[`max(n) � hn℄P1[�hn � nu℄ : (67)For the seond term on the r.h.s. of (67), we have, using (39),P1[�hn � nu℄ � �1� 1�hn�1�nu : (68)Hene, hoosing hn = log n= log �,1'(n) logP[Tn � nu℄ � 1'(n) logP �`max(n) � lognlog � �+ 1'(n)nu log�1� �n� (69)and, using (26), (69) implies thatlim infn!1 1'(n) logP[Tn � nu℄ � ��� 1log �� : (70)Upper bound: Let " > 0 and hn = hn(") = (1� ") log n= log �. We haveP[Tn � nu℄ � P[`MAX(n) � hn℄ +P[Tn � nu; `MAX(n) < hn℄ : (71)We will show that 1'(n) logP[Tn � nu; `MAX(n) < hn℄ �!n!1 �1 : (72)We hek that (26) still holds true if we replae `max(n) with `MAX(n)). Then, using (26), we seefrom (71) and (72) and the ontinuity of �(�) thatlim supn!1 1'(n) logP[Tn � nu℄ � lim"!0 limn!1 1'(n) logP[`MAX(n) � hn(")℄ � ��� 1log �� (73)To show (72), let Æ > 0 and MÆ := (1 + Æ)=E[`1℄ and note thatP[Tn � nu; `MAX(n) < hn℄ � P [N(n) � [nMÆ℄℄ +P24[nMÆ ℄Xj=1 � `j;n � nu35 (74)where `j;n; j 2 IN , are i.i.d. withP[`j;n = k℄ = P[`1 = k℄P[`1 � [hn℄℄ for k = 1; 2; : : : ; [hn℄and � `j;n ; j 2 IN are i.i.d. The distribution of � `j;n , given `j;n, is de�ned as in Lemma 2. For the�rst term on the r.h.s of (74), we haveP [N(n) � [nMÆ℄℄ = P24[nMÆ℄�1Xj=1 `j < n35 � P24 1[nMÆ℄ [nMÆ℄�1Xj=1 `j < n[nMÆ℄35 :13



Sine `j are i.i.d., nonnegative random variables with expetations stritly larger than 1=MÆ , thelast term is deaying exponentially in n. In partiular, sine '(n)=n! 0, we have1'(n) logP [N(n) � [nMÆ℄℄ �!n!1 �1 : (75)Let C > 0. We an estimate the seond term on the r.h.s. of (74) as follows:P24[nMÆ℄Xj=1 � `j;n � nu35 � E �exp�C'(n)n � `1;n��[nMÆ℄ exp(�C'(n)u) : (76)We will show that lim supn!1 n'(n) logE �exp�C'(n)n � `1;n�� � CE[�`1℄ : (77)Together with (74), (75) and (76), this implies thatlim supn!1 1'(n) logP[Tn � nu; `MAX(n) < hn℄ � C (E[�`1 ℄MÆ � u) : (78)But, realling (6), for u > 1=v� we an hoose Æ small enough suh that the last term is negative,and sine C > 0 was arbitrary, this proves (72). It remains to prove (77). Using the inequalitieslog x � x� 1 and ex � 1 � x+ x2ex, we haven'(n) logE �exp�C'(n)n � `1;n�� � CE[� `1;n ℄ + C2'(n)n E ��� `1;n�2 exp�C'(n)n � `1;n�� (79)� CE[� `1 ℄ + C2'(n)n E ��� `1;n�3�2=3E �exp�3C'(n)n � `1;n��1=3 : (80)Due to (46) and our assumption E[�3`1 ℄ <1, we havelim supn!1 E ��� `1;n�3� � E h(�`1)3i <1 : (81)Sine `1;n � [hn℄, we see from (80) that it suÆes to show that for eah C > 0,lim supn!1 E �exp�C'(n)n � [hn℄�� <1 : (82)But now we an use formula (44), plugging in ` = `n = [hn℄ and � = �n = C'(n)=n. Analysing theterms in (44), we see that �n ! 0, �2(�n)! 1 and �1(�n)! �. We show, with the same reasoningas in the proof (72) in [7℄, that�hn2 �!n!1 1 and �hn1 �e�n�2 � 1� �!n!1 0 (83)14



and this proves (82). For the proof of (28) from (27), note that P[Xn=n � v℄ is omparable toP[T[nv℄ � n℄ by renewal duality, as in Lemma 3, and use the fat that ' is slowly varying; we referto [3℄ for a more preise argument.3. ExamplesExample 1. Assume that � is a produt measure, with �1 := �(!0 = 1) and �(!0 = p) = 1� �1.Then `1; `2; : : : are i.i.d. and `1 has a geometri distribution with P[`1 = k℄ = �1(1 � �1)k�1,k = 1; 2; : : :. In this ase, (14), (15) and (23) are satis�ed withan = log n� log(1� �1) ; bn = log2 n� log(1� �1) ; n = log3 n� log(1� �1) ; dn = 2 log2 n� log(1� �1) ; (84)and we have �an = n1=s with s := � log(1� �1)=log �. Here, an is given by the Erd�os-Renyi lawfor longest runs, and (14), (15) and (23) follow from Theorem 2 in [4℄. Hene, if p < 12 , we have forv < v�, lim infn!1 1n1�1=s logP![Xn � nv℄ = �1 P� a:s: (85)lim supn!1 1n1�1=s logP![Xn � nv℄ = 0 P� a:s: (86)For the general RWRE in an i.i.d. environment with \mixed drifts and positive speed", with sde�ned by R �1�!0!0 �s d� = 1, (86) was proved and (85) was onjetured in [6℄. If p < 1=2 in ourexample, the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satis�ed with '(n) = log n and �(t) = �1� t log(1��1),and we have limn!1 1log n logP [Xn � nv℄ = �(s� 1) (87)where s = � log(1 � �1)= log � as above. (87) agrees with Theorem 1.1 in [5℄. For p = 12 and�1=2 := (1� �1), Theorem 2 yields that for v < v�,limn!1 (log n)2n logP![Xn � nv℄ = ��28 �log�1=2�2 �1� vv�� P� a:s: (88)If `1; `2; : : : are i.i.d. and E[`21℄ < 1, reall the integral riteria for the growth of maxima of i.i.d.random variables in [9℄ and [10℄ to �nd funtions an, bn, n and dn suh that (14), (15) and (23)and our assumptions on an are satis�ed.Example 2. Assume that `1; `2; : : : are i.i.d. and P[`1 = k℄ =  exp(�bk), k = 1; 2; : : :, where15
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